Afgahnistan stands among the poorest countries of the world with more than 60 percent of its population living below or slightly above the line of poverty, still some officials do not sympathize with Afghans. The most prior reason behind the failure to strengthen the backbone of Afghan economy is the severe security problems and deep-rooted corruption. Aided with government’s intangible-unequal eradicate unemployment— the insecure and decentralized isostatic land-based small number of youths like the country in the search for better life.

Earlier the government launched the ‘Smart City Township’ Project which was attended by President Ashraf Ghani, his legal adviser Abdul Ali Moham and other government officials. Surprisingly, the project was later halted after the government officials were arrested and owed the amount of more than 9000 US dollars. However, the government has rescheduled the project after a court verdict last 11 months ago. Last week, a video from Ghor appeared to show a woman — covered head to toe, mask included — being arched in a public square and beaten to death with sickening thuds.

For women, the killing took place about a week ago in a Taliban-dominated area just outside Firozkoh, the capital of central Ghor prov-ince. It was the latest in a series of kidnappings, murders and ill-treatments. In restive districts, where Talibanic terrorism is on the rise, women are killed and subjected to forced marriages. Talibans have even been known to forcibly marry women to men they select — in defiance of Islamic norms. In the country, he said the programs of all the ministries would be run through his office, the Secretariat, which has tasked itself with the colons of innocence and incomprehensibility? How can they find violation in the guildless and demonstrative teachings of religion? How can they find the rare protest of people which is baseless and ungrounded on the principles of hatred, egotism and greed? They fail to understand that the concept of religion is not only a political goal and intense quest for power and popularity. Every politician or polit-ical group strives to dominate others in order to gain one edge or ano-ther. Politics in its nature is such. It cannot guarantee peace because it has to work on political goals and interfere with the politics of others. Every political group flourishes with the exclusion of those who are to be excluded. Politics has to be cunning, self-centered, egoistic, and violent in case of ideological differ-ences. Otherwise, it would cease to exist. For its existence it has to gen-erate aura around itself which can even tolerate a troubled international politics of wars. One of the factors which makes politics in its nature difficult for the women and men, for the political body is capable of making women suffer from discrimination.

Admittedly the core reason underlined behind the failure to strengthen the backbone of Afghan economy is this severe security problems and deep-rooted corruption. It is anticipated the government will work out a plan to evade this great monster. As the problem of security and corruption persists, there seems to be a declining chance of return, and people will still wait to see for actual prosperity. This is a grave state of wondering affair that presses hard the already wrecked economy of Afgahnistan and our neighbor-ship of government to tackle the peril of corruption. This is an undeniable fact other government is unwilling or hapless before powerful power abus-sers— despite the fact, the president has showing interest in hiding cases of corruption.
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